We shall provide in this paper good deal pricing bounds for contingent claims induced by the shortfall risk with some loss function. Assumptions we impose on loss functions and contingent claims are very mild. We prove that the upper and lower bounds of good deal pricing bounds are expressed by convex risk measures on Orlicz hearts. In addition, we obtain its representation with the minimal penalty function. Moreover, we give a representation, for two simple cases, of good deal bounds and calculate the optimal strategies when a claim is traded at the upper or lower bounds of its good deal pricing bound.
Introduction
There exist many no-arbitrage prices for a contingent claim in incomplete markets, since there exist many equivalent martingale measures. So that, the noarbitrage principle provides merely a pricing bound. Besides, this bound is too wide to be useful from a practical point of view. It is then meaningful to obtain a shaper pricing bound. If a seller succeeds in selling a claim for the upper bound of the no-arbitrage prices, she could eliminate her shortfall risk, that is, could attain a perfect hedge. Note that this upper bound is called the super hedging cost. However, it would be too expensive to trade in general. Thus, in order to get a deal, sellers should sell a claim for a price being less than the super hedging cost, that is, should accept some shortfall risk. The definition of the shortfall risk is given by the weighted expectation by some loss function of the positive part of the difference between the underlying contingent claim and the portfolio value. The investor's attitude toward the shortfall is described in terms of a loss function. In particular, if an investor is risk-averse, then she selects an increasing convex function as her loss function. The starting point of the study of the shortfall risk problems is given by Föllmer and Leukert (2000) . Our main goal in the present paper is to obtain a shaper pricing bound in terms of the shortfall risk with some loss function. Remark that we impose only very weak assumptions on loss functions and contingent claims. In this paper, a claim (a payoff at the maturity) is called a good deal if its shortfall risk is less than a certain level which investors make up them mind. In addition, a price for a claim is called a good deal if investors are able to find a strategy to which the corresponding cashflow at the maturity suppresses its shortfall risk below a certain level. We can define then the associated no good deal pricing bound automatically, which is narrower than the no-arbitrage one. Remark that the upper bound of no good deal prices consists with the lower bound of good deal prices for sellers. The lower bound should be considered reversely.
The study of good deal bounds has been undertaken by Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) . They selected the Sharpe ratio as the criterion of a good deal. Moreover, Bernardo and Ledoit (2000) introduced the notion of a good deal in terms of the gain-loss ratio. Klöppel Björk and Slinko (2006) , and so on. In particular, Klöppel and Schweizer (2007) overviewed the history of the research of this topic.
After some preparations in Section 2, we shall prove in Section 3 that, for continuous time models, the good deal bounds induced by the shortfall risk with some loss function, are given by convex risk measures on Orlicz hearts. Furthermore, we shall obtain a representation theorem for the above convex risk measures, and introduce some examples. Firstly, we consider the case where the set of all admissible strategies is given by a linear subspace. Secondly, we extend it to the case where the collection of admissible strategies forms a predictably convex space.
Convex risk measures are introduced by Föllmer and Schied (2002) for the first time. They gave its definition and proved a representation theorem by introducing penalty functions. Remark that they defined it only for the L ∞ -random variables. In addition, they proved that the upper and lower bounds of the no good deal pricing bounds induced by the shortfall risk are described by convex risk measures when the underlying claims are bounded under the discrete time setting, although they did not use the terminology "good deal". So that, the results of Section 3 are regarded as a direct extension of Föllmer and Schied (2002) . On the other hand, Filipović and Svindland (2007) developed the concept of convex risk measures in the L p -setting. Recently, Cheridito and Li (2008) extended it to the Orlicz heart setting. We shall adopt their framework in Section 3.
Next, we consider two simple cases as examples in Sections 4 and 5. The first is the complete market case. In this case, there exists a unique equivalent martingale measure. Roughly speaking, for smooth loss functions, the corresponding convex risk measure satisfies a suitable property and forms a simple expression. On the other hand, we consider an approximating method for nonsmooth loss functions. More precisely, we construct a sequence of smooth loss functions satisfying some suitable properties. We shall prove that the sequence of the corresponding convex risk measures converges to the convex risk measure corresponding to the underlying loss function. Moreover, we shall discuss the optimal strategy when one sells a claim for the upper bound of the no good deal pricing bound. The optimal strategy means that which minimizes the shortfall risk of the corresponding cashflow. In the complete market case, this problem is corresponding to the optimal strategy problem when one sells a claim for a price being less than the fair price. We can conclude that the optimal strategy would reduce the shortfall risk to the level we use to decide whether a price is a good deal.
The second is the attainable claim case. In other words, we assume that the underlying claim is expressed by a constant plus a stochastic integration with respect to the asset price process. In order to treat this problem, we introduce a new martingale measure, which minimizes the Orlicz norm of the density. Modifying the underlying loss function, the minimal penalty function is given with the Orlicz norm of the density of the above martingale measure. Moreover, we shall prove that the optimal strategy is represented by using the projection of "1" onto the space of stochastic integrations in the sense of the Orlicz norm with the modified function.
Preliminaries
Consider an incomplete financial market being composed of one riskless asset and d risky assets. The fluctuation of risky assets is described by an R dvalued RCLL locally bounded semimartingale S defined on a probability space (Ω, F , P ; F = {F t } t∈[0,T ] ), where T > 0 is the maturity, and F is a filtration satisfying the so-called usual condition, that is, F is right-continuous and F 0 contains all null sets of F . Suppose that the interest rate is given by 0. Let H be a contingent claim, which is a kind of payoff at the maturity T . Thus, H is an F T -measurable random variable.
A left-continuous non-decreasing convex non-trivial function f : R + → [0, ∞] with f (0) = 0 is called an Orlicz function, where f is non-trivial if f (x) > 0 for some x > 0 and f (x) < ∞ for some x > 0, and R + = [0, ∞). Let Φ be an R + -valued continuous, strictly increasing Orlicz function. We call such a function Φ a strict Orlicz function in this paper. Note that Φ(x) > 0 for any x > 0 and lim x→∞ Φ(x) = ∞. Remark that Φ is differentiable a.e. and its left-derivative Φ ′ satisfies
Note that Φ ′ is left continuous, and may have at most countable many jumps. 
0 is the set of all F T -measurable random variables. In addition, we define two norms:
, where f * is the conjugate function of f .
Next, we define admissible strategies and martingale measures, and impose the standing assumptions. Define a set Θ Φ of S-integrable predictable processes as
where
We regard, throughout the paper except Subsection 3.2, Θ Φ as the collection of admissible self-financing strategies. Remark that Θ Φ is linear. Let P a be the set of all probability measures being absolutely continuous with respect to P and having L 1 -density with respect to P . In addition, we denote P Ψ := P a ∩ L Ψ . Now, we define the set of martingale measures as follows:
We state the standing assumptions as follows:
Remark that we exclude (1) in Subsection 3.2. These standing assumptions are so mild that we could not loose them anymore. In particular, Condition (1) is closely related to the no-arbitrage condition.
Denoting
then we regard, throughout the paper, l as a loss function. That is, we presume that all investors are risk-averse. Recall that the shortfall risk with the loss function l for sellers is expressed by E[l(x + G T (ϑ) − H)] when the price of H and the hedging strategy are given by x ∈ R and ϑ ∈ Θ Φ , respectively. Thus, the acceptance set A 0 Φ with level δ > 0 should be defined as
Φ . The level δ is the boundary to decide whether a claim is a good deal or not. Therefore, as for the underlying claim H, a price of H should be regarded as a good deal if there exists an admissible strategy to which the corresponding shortfall risk at the maturity is less than or equals to δ. That is, if there exists a ϑ ∈ Θ Φ such that x + G T (ϑ) − H ∈ A 0 Φ , then x ∈ R is a good deal price of H for sellers. Hence, the upper bound B of no good deal prices is given by
Note that B is the lower bound of the good deal pricing bound for sellers. If δ is 0, B is equivalent to the super hedging cost. We can regard B as a decreasing function on δ. Similarly, we can consider the lower bound B of the no good deal bound as
which is the upper bound of prices which buyers accept willingly. In addition,
Note that B = ρ Φ (−H) and B = − ρ Φ (H).
3 Representation of ρ Φ Föllmer and Schied (2002) have proved that, roughly speaking, ρ Φ becomes a convex risk measure under the bounded claim and discrete time setting. In this section, we try to extend them result to the Orlicz heart and continuous time setting.
In Cheridito and Li (2008), a convex risk measure on an Orlicz heart is defined as a (
In this section, we prove that ρ Φ is a convex risk measure on M Φ , and we shall introduce a representation theorem with respect to ρ Φ and some examples.
Linear admissible strategies
In this subsection, we deal with the case where the set of admissible strategies is given by Θ Φ , which is a linear subspace. Firstly, we prove the following proposition:
Proof.
It is clear that ρ Φ has the translation invariance and the monotonicity. Firstly, we prove the convexity. Let X 1 and X 2 be in M Φ . In addition, let {m 1 k } k≥1 and {m 2 k } k≥1 be decreasing sequences which converge to ρ Φ (X 1 ) and ρ Φ (X 2 ), respectively. For each k ≥ 1 and i = 1, 2, there exists a predictable process ϑ i,k ∈ Θ Φ such that
for any λ ∈ [0, 1] and any k ≥ 1. We obtain that λm
for any λ ∈ [0, 1] and any k ≥ 1, from which the convexity follows.
Next, we prove the properness of ρ Φ , that is,
Thus, Proposition 2.1.10 (6) of Edgar and Sucheston (1992) implies that X n → X in probability. By ρ Φ (X) = −∞, for any N > 0, there
Φ for any n ≥ 1. Now, we prove that, for any a > 0 and any sufficient large n, there exists a
. The no-arbitrage condition implies that 0 < η ≤ 1. We fix an n ∈ N which is enough large to satisfy P (X − X n < a) > 1 − ε for some 0 < ε < η. Thus,
, that is, we can take 1 − (η − ε) as b.
Next, we discuss a representation of ρ Φ . Let X be a Banach lattice. For a function f : X → (−∞, +∞], we define dom f := {x ∈ X |f (x) ∈ R}, which is called the effective domain of f . Moreover, for a subset A of X , core(A) and int(A) denote the algebraic interior and the topological interior, respectively. As for their exact definitions, see Cheridito and Li (2008) . We introduce the following lemma.
Note that ρ Φ (0) ≤ 0. For any ε > 0, denote
which is an open neighborhood of 0. For any 
} for any Q ∈ P Ψ is bounded from below and not identically equal to ∞. In other words, a Φ is a penalty function, which is defined in Cheridito and Li (2008) . (3) a Φ (Q) satisfies the growth condition (G), that is, there exist constants a ∈ R
In order to obtain a representation of the minimal penalty function a Φ , we need some preparations. Firstly, we define two acceptance sets before stating significant lemmas:
and
In fact, these two sets are equivalent, and a Φ is represented with them.
Assume X ∈ A Φ . There exists then a ϑ ∈ Θ Φ such that
Proof.
For any m ∈ R, the translation invariance of ρ Φ implies that
for any X ∈ M Φ and any Q ∈ P Ψ . Thus, we can rewrite the definition of a Φ (Q) as follows:
Hence, by Lemma 3.3, we have
The following theorem is the main result of this subsection. The proof is strongly depending on the linearity of Θ Φ .
Theorem 3.5
The convex risk measure ρ Φ is represented as
Firstly, we define
For any X ∈ A Φ , there exist a ϑ ∈ Θ Φ and a Y ∈ A
For any
Consequently, we obtain, by Lemma 3.4
By the same sort argument as Theorem 10 of Föllmer and Schied (2002), we can obtain that
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
Proof.
For any λ > 0, we have
by Young's inequality. Moreover, we have
We introduce three typical examples. Denoting
where q is the conjugate index of p. Thus, ρ Φ is represented as
where M q is the set of all absolutely continuous martingale measures whose density is in the space L q . 
Remark that L
For any Q ∈ M f , we denote by λ Q a real number satisfying E Φ I λ Q dQ dP = δ. Then, Corollary 3.6 implies that
Predictably convex admissible strategies
We try to extend the results of the previous subsection to the case where the collection of all admissible strategies, which is not necessarily linear, has the predictably convexity and the boundedness from below. That is, the set of all admissible strategies in this subsection, denoted by S, is given by a subset of Θ Φ satisfying the following conditions: (1) 0 ∈ S. (2) S is predictably convex, i.e., if ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 ∈ S and h is a predictable process with 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, then h t ϑ
(3) S is bounded from below, i.e., there exists a constant c > 0 such that G t (ϑ) > −c for any t ∈ [0, T ] and any ϑ ∈ S. Firstly, we need to prepare some definitions and assumptions: Definition 3.10 (1) P(S) denotes a set of all probability measures Q satisfying (a) Q ∼ P , (b) for any ϑ ∈ S, the process G(ϑ) is a special semimartingale under Q and the local martingale part of its canonical decomposition under Q is a true Qmartingale, (c) there exists an increasing predictable process A such that G(ϑ) − A is a local supermartingale under Q for any ϑ ∈ S.
Q is defined as the upper variation process of S under Q, i.e., A Q satisfies the above condition (c) and A − A Q is an increasing process for any predictable increasing process A which satisfies (c).
Assumption 3.11 (1) The space G(S) := {G(ϑ)|ϑ ∈ S} of semimartingales is closed in theÉmery topology.
In this subsection, we do not assume Assumption 2. 
Note that ρ 1 is an R-valued convex risk measure on M Φ . Let γ : P a → (−∞, +∞] be a function defined as
Then, γ is a penalty function by Assumption 3.11 (3) and ρ 1 is represented as
We shall prove that γ is the minimal penalty function of ρ 1 .
Denoting by a 1 the minimal penalty function of ρ 1 , a 1 is given by the greatest convex σ(L Ψ , M Φ )-lower semicontinuous minorant of γ. Thus, we have a 1 (Q) = +∞ for any Q / ∈ P Ψ (S). So that, we have only to prove that a
T ] for any Q ∈ P Ψ (S). Theorem 4.6 of Cheridito and Li (2008) and the translation invariance of ρ 1 imply that
The last equality is derived from the same manner as the proof of Lemma 3.4. Moreover, denoting A 1 (S) := {X ∈ M Φ | there exists a ϑ ∈ S such that X + G T (ϑ) ≥ 0 P -a.s.}, we have A 1 (S) ⊂ A ρ 1 . We shall prove it. Let X ∈ A 1 (S) be fixed arbitrarily. For any Q ∈ P Ψ (S) and some ϑ
is a true martingale under Q by the definition of P(S).
The last inequality is due to Theorem 3.1 of Föllmer and Kramkov (1997) . Therefore,
In addition, by Lemma 2.1 of Föllmer and Kramkov (1997), there exists an increasing sequence ϑ n ∈ S such that A
T ] by the monotone convergence theorem. On the other hand, we have E Q [A Q T ] ≥ a 1 (Q) for any Q ∈ P Ψ (S) by the definition of the minimal penalty function. As a result, a 1 (Q) = γ(Q) = sup X∈A 1 (S) E Q [−X] follows for any Q ∈ P Ψ (S). Consequently, we can conclude the following by the same argument as the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 3.12
When the set of all admissible strategies is given by S, the convex risk measure ρ Φ is represented as, under Assumption 3.11,
The complete market case
In this section, we treat the complete market case as a simple example. If the function I, which is the generalized left-continuous inverse of the left-derivative Φ ′ of Φ, satisfies a certain condition, then a representation of ρ Φ is obtained simply. For more general cases, we shall adopt an approximating method under some mild conditions. Assume that M Ψ = {Q} and Q ∼ P . In this case, we have
where ϕ = dQ dP .
If there exists a λ > 0 such that E[Φ(I( λϕ))] = δ, then Corollary 3.6 yields
At least, such a λ exists when I is continuous. Since our market is complete, we can find a replicating strategy for the claim H − I( λϕ), which is denoted by ϑ. We have then
that is, ϑ should be considered as the optimal strategy for sellers when they sell H for ρ Φ (−H) which is cheaper than the fair price. In summary, a seller can reduce her shortfall risk to δ by constructing the strategy ϑ.
Next, we shall treat more general cases. That is, we consider the case where I may have jumps. Note that I has only at most countable jumps and never jump at 0. Let j 0 := 0 and j k , k ≥ 1 be the k-th jump point of I. Note that, if I has only k(≥ 1) jumps, every j k+l (l ≥ 1) becomes ∞. Denote l k := j k+1 − j k , for k ≥ 0 such that j k < ∞. In addition, denote l
. Now, we assume the following throughout this section:
There exists a sufficient small ε > 0 such that we can take λ = λ(ε) > 0 to satisfy
The function I does not have a jump to ∞.
We assume Condition (3) for simplicity. When I(y) jumps to ∞, it is enough to consider as the domain of I only ys being less than the jump point of I to ∞ in the approximating method below. Thus, the above condition (3) does not narrow models which we can treat in this section. Let {I n } n≥1 be an increasing sequence of continuous functions which converges to I pointwise. We take each I n for n ≥ 2 to satisfy the following: I(x) = I n (x) on R + \J n , I(x) ≥ I n (x) on J n and
and the sequence {Ψ n } is increasing.
Example 4.2 Let Φ be given by
We have then
Thus, I has a jump at 1 from 0 to 1. Moreover, Ψ is given by
Now, if we take a sequence {I n } as follows:
then all conditions on {I n } are satisfied and Ψ n is given by
Now, defining Φ n (x) := sup y≥0 {xy − Ψ n (y)} ≥ Φ(x), the sequence {Φ n } is decreasing, and Φ n → Φ uniformly. Since each I n is continuous, we can find a λ n > 0 satisfying E[Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ))] = δ and inf
We shall prove a key lemma as follows:
Lemma 4.3 There exists a random variable
A such that Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ)) → Φ(A) in L 1 , taking a subsequence if necessary, that is, E[Φ(A)] = δ.
Proof.
We prove firstly the uniformly integrability of {Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ))} n≥1 . We fix a sufficient large n arbitrarily. Since I n (x) ≥ I(x − 1/n) by the definition of I n , we have
From Assumption 4.1, we have
Thus, λ > 0 is greater than λ n . We have then Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ)) ≤ λϕI(λϕ) + 1, which is in L 1 by Assumption 4.1. Recall that Φ n (x) ≤ Φ(x) + 1. As a result, {Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ))} n≥1 is uniformly integrable.
Next, we prove that Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ)) → Φ(A) a.s. for some A. For any sufficient large n, we have 0 < λ n < λ. Hence, λ n has a subsequence converging to some λ ∈ [0, λ]. We denote such a subsequence by {λ n } again. Let ε 0 > 0 be fixed arbitrarily. For n > m, we have
Recall that Φ ≤ Φ n ≤ Φ + 1 n − 1 . Thus, there exists an n 0 ∈ N such that, for any n > m ≥ n 0 ,
That is, K 2 = 0 for any sufficient large n and m. The set {x ∈ R|P (ϕ = x) > 0}, denoted by M , is at most countable. Letting ε 1 > 0 be fixed arbitrarily, we could select finitely many elements from M , which are denoted by x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N , to satisfy
For any sufficient large n and m, we have
for k = 1, . . . , N , and
Hence, we have
from which K 1 → 0 as n, m → ∞ follows. As a result, we can conclude that lim n,m→∞
that is, Φ n (I n (λ n ϕ)) converges to some Φ(A) in probability. Taking a subse-
We have then, for any sufficient large n,
Remark that λ is positive. Hence, by the definition of {λ n },
as n → ∞. Therefore, we can conclude as follows:
Theorem 4.4 Under Assumption 4.1 and all conditions in this section, we have
Next, we calculate the optimal strategy for sellers when H sells for ρ Φ (−H). Firstly, we need to prepare the following lemma:
Proof.
Since Φ −1 is a continuous function, Lemma 4.3 implies that
by taking a subsequence if necessary. For any ε 1 > 0, there exists a sufficient large number n 0 such that
Hence, we have I n (λ n ϕ) → A a.s.. For any n ≥ 1, we have I n (λ n ϕ) ≤ I n (λϕ) ≤ I(λϕ) ∈ L 1 (Q) by the definition of λ and Assumption 4.1. Thus, {I n (λ n ϕ)} n≥1 is uniformly integrable in Q, which completes the proof of Lemma 4.5.
2
When H sells for ρ n (−H), the optimal strategy for sellers is defined to minimize the shortfall risk with the loss function l n . Recall that it is given by the replicating strategy ϑ n for H − I n (λ n ϕ), and its shortfall risk is reduced to δ. Since ρ n (−H) → ρ Φ (−H) as n → ∞, we could say that ϑ n approximates to the optimal strategy when H sells for ρ Φ (−H) with the underlying loss function l. Finally, we calculate the optimal strategy for sellers with l. Let ϑ A and ϑ H be the replicating strategies for A and H, respectively. Denoting
Consequently, ϑ is the optimal strategy for sellers when H sells for ρ Φ (−H).
The attainable claim case
We consider the case where the underlying contingent claim H is attainable although the market itself is incomplete. Let H be given by c + G T (ϑ H ), where c ∈ R and ϑ H ∈ Θ Φ . Our aim in this section is to obtain a representation of good deal pricing bounds and the optimal strategy when H sells for the upper bound of good deal prices. We need to impose some assumptions in this section. Before stating them, we have to give definitions of N -functions and uniformly even. We assume the following conditions throughout this section:
The asset price process S is continuous.
The underlying strict Orlicz function Φ is an N -function and Φ ′ is continuous, that is, Φ is uniformly even. Assumption 5.2 would be too strong. Moreover, we could weaken it by using, for instance, an approximating method as in the previous section. However, we impose it for simplicity. Typical examples satisfying all the above conditions are the lower partial moments.
The convex risk measure ρ Φ is then represented as
where 
we have then
Now, denoting by P s the set of all signed measures Q such that Q ≪ P and Q(Ω) = 1, and
we consider the following minimization problem:
The uniformly convexity of the norm space (
) is sufficient to ensure the unique existence of the solution to the problem (2). Theorem 10.5 of Nakano (1951) yields that, if an Orlicz function Φ is uniformly finite and uniformly even, then the norm space (L Ψ , · * Φ ) is uniformly convex, where a function Φ is uniformly finite if sup Φ(x)≤1 Φ(λx) < ∞ for every λ > 0. In our definition of strict Orlicz functions, each strict Orlicz function Φ is necessarily uniformly finite, and Φ δ is also. Moreover, if Φ is uniformly even, then Φ δ is also. Since we assume that Φ is uniformly even, (L Ψ δ , · * Φ δ ) is uniformly convex, which is also reflexive. As a result, the problem (2) has a unique solution. Let us denote the solution by P and call it the Ψ δ -optimal signed martingale measure. Remark that, when Φ is the lower partial moment in order p, P is the q-optimal signed martingale measure.
By the same sort argument as Lemma 4.1 of Grandits and Rheinländer (2002), we can say that d P dP is aligned to 1 + f for some f ∈ G T (Θ Φ ), that is,
Therefore, we have d P dP *
For any f ∈ G T (Θ Φ ), we have
which implies that 1 + f Φ δ ≤ 1 + f Φ δ for any f ∈ G T (Θ Φ ), namely, − f is the · Φ δ -projection of "1" onto the space G T (Θ Φ ). Remark that the closedness of G T (Θ Φ ) in · Φ ensures the existence of f . We need to prove that P is a probability measure. The following will be key lemma.
Lemma 5.3 1 + f is non-negative.
Proof.
Denote f = G T ( ϑ) for some ϑ ∈ Θ Φ . Let ϑ ′ ∈ Θ Φ be defined as
where τ := inf{t|G t ( ϑ) ≤ −1} = inf{t|G t ( ϑ) = −1} and we set inf ∅ = ∞.
Recall that the process G t (ϑ) is continuous. We have then
The optimality and the uniqueness of f imply that f = G T (ϑ ′ ). 2
Moreover, since the density d P /dP is aligned to 1 + f and Φ ′ is continuous, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 5.4 P is represented as follows:
where λ is the normalizing constant, which satisfies E[Φ δ (I δ ( λd P /dP ))] = 1.
Proof. Let
W := 1
We have
On the other hand, we obtain
from which W is aligned to 1+ f. By the uniformly convexity of the norm · Note that ϑ is uniquely determined. We have then
Thus, we can obtain as follows:
by the continuity of Φ. We can conclude that ϑ is the optimal strategy for sellers, that is, a seller could reduce her shortfall risk to δ by constructing ϑ when she sells H for ρ Φ (−H).
